Application for Basic Physical Assessment Competency Exam  
(For Students taking Advanced Physical Assessment FALL 2020 Semester)

Applications must be submitted to Brunie Zena, in person to The Barbara Hagan Nursing Center Room 305 or e-mailed to bzena@molloy.edu at least 2 weeks before the requested testing date

Name _______________________________   ID# _____________________

Date of application ______________ Molloy e-mail address______________________________

Major (circle one): AGNP AGACNP FNP PNP FPMHNP CNS

Name of advisor: __________________________________________________

Date of test requested (check one):

______Monday January 27, 2020  6PM
______Monday February 10, 2020  6PM

FOR RE-TEST ONLY ________Friday February 28, 2020  10AM

This is my:        _______ Initial test

        _______Re-test (applications for re-tests will be billed by Office of the Bursar for $100)

Taking the pre-test is required. This is not a registration guarantee for Advanced Physical Assessment in the FALL 2020 Semester.